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We Bring Christmas To You
The British Display Society decided it would be lovely to send you an extra
Christmas issue of our VM Spotlight magazine just to showcase Christmas store
windows both in the UK and overseas. We’re all stuck at home, so we bring
Christmas to you!
With tough retail trading conditions, it is great to see that stores have captured
the essence of Christmas with many stunning concepts installed by highly
professional Visual Merchandisers.
It just shows that retail is very much alive and Visual Merchandising remains a
recognised profession and puts smiles on people’s faces.
So, sit down with a cup of coffee while ‘We Bring Christmas To You’.
On behalf of The British Display Society, I’d like to wish you a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year.
Iain Kimmins FBDS
Chairman
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Fortnum & Mason
Christmas Shop - 3 rd Floor

Fortnum & Mason kicked off their festive season in September
with the opening of their Christmas Shop. Head to the 3rd
Floor of this famous iconic London landmark in Piccadilly and
you will find a resplendent offering of stunning Christmas
Hampers, Gift Wrap & Christmas Cards, Advent Calendars,
Festive Puzzles to beautiful decorations including their own
range of decorations which take inspiration from the store.

Fortnum & Mason
Christmas Shop - 1 st Floor

After you have browsed and shopped for your decorations,
gift wrap and greeting cards, then head down to the 1st Floor
where you will find a department dedicated to festive feasting.
You will pass the magnificent atrium that has a wonderful
array of oversized Fortnum’s own label merchandise suspended
from the ceiling. This certainly creates the wow factor.
Packed full of gorgeous and
scrumptious delights to ensure
your home is just packed with
magical treats this Christmas.
It’s a feast!
As always the Visual
Merchandising team have
worked their magic on these
floors by creating retail theatre
to capture this important time
of year for all retailers.

Fortnum & Mason

“It was important that we celebrated Christmas through our
windows in a way that made people feel festive and warm
this year. The hope was that creating a scheme inspired by our
Christmas brochures throughout the decades, we would offer
reassurance that in these times of uncertainty, Fortnum’s is still
very much the home of all things Christmas.
I worked very closely with Mojo Creative to ensure that each
brochure cover was realised into a 3D sculpted window display,
including elements of lighting, animation and humour.
The Christmas scheme is intentionally designed to bring feelings
of nostalgia to the adults, and excitement and wonder to our
younger shoppers, including details that you may not notice at
first glance.”
Sallie Smith
Head of Visual Merchandising, Fortnum & Mason

Fortnum & Mason
The side windows of Fortnum & Mason dedicated
to festive dining and their famous Hampers

Acorn Pharmacy

Acorn Pharmacy in Berkhamsted, Herts. is a well-established
pharmacy store, which has been in the High Street for many
years. The business also operates several other pharmacy stores
in north London.
When it comes to pharmacy stores, it is not all about drugs,
prescriptions and old people! Pharmacy stores have moved into
other areas including stocking toiletry brands such as Neal’s
Yard, Clarins, L’Occitane and Elemis.
It is a pleasure to work with the owners of this chain of
pharmacy stores. They are constantly forward thinking with
regards to their windows and store presentation and the
extensive range of merchandise they carry.
“Christmas is always a fun time at Acorn with the Christmas
installations” says Iain of Creative Download. “Although the
window is quite small, to create interest we installed a Pop-Up
area just inside the main doors.
This year’s concept is Alice In Wonderland”
“The VM site consisted of two trestle tables to create a
banqueting table where the merchandise is partly ‘displayed’
but more importantly where customers can shop from.
Large graphics were printed in black and white to match the
checked fabric covering the table.
An exterior garland was fixed to the fascia board dressed with
red and white baubles, bows and oversized playing cards”

ww w. c r e at i ve- dow nl o ad. c o . uk

Marmelo Kitc hen

In these strange and challenging times within retail,
businesses have had to look at things in a very different
way, and think out of the box. Marmelo Kitchen in
Francis Rd in Leyton is one of those businesses. With
the restaurant being quite a small space it would
have been difficult to open up after lockdown with
social distancing restrictions in place and still exist
as a working restaurant. Therefore they have made
amazing and forward-thinking changes and thereby
still maintaining their close links with feeding the local
community. The shop was fitted out with new shelves
and racking and the most glorious range of food bought
in. Their mouth watering Christmas offer was varied and
luxurious and I wanted to reflect that by displaying a
cornucopia of their Christmas gift food on a large table
in the middle of store. Piling up traditional authentic
wicker ‘Marmlelo’ stamped hampers in the middle of
the table, with gift food ideas tumbling out and forming
neat rows of product radiating from this focal point. We
used a huge real pine garland adorned with pea lights in
this central display and I worked with a local sign-writer
Mia Warner to get her to re-create this garland on the
store windows. She beautifully illustrated them in white
adding items of gift food available within the store such
as mince pies, bottles of wine and fresh bread.

Barbara Chapman FBDS
Visual Creative Consultant & Stylist
Associate VM lecturer at LCCA
07718334337
www.freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk

Chris tmas comes early
at de Bijenkor f

Christmas comes early at the department store de Bijenkorf, The Hague, Netherlands.
The most beautiful time of the year has arrived, our Christmas department has opened!
De Bijenkorf is celebrating its 150th anniversary, so the theme this year is: For 150 years everything
for a special festive season.
That’s why the Christmas department has festive decorations like golden fringe curtains, so we
can have an instore party feeling and celebrate this anniversary with our customers. There are 7
Christmas trends, and every trend has his own colour with matching fringe curtains.
Perhaps our favourite Christmas trend: exclusive designed ornaments from Vondels and Kurt Adler
in honour of the 150th anniversary. In this theme you see champagne bottles, shopping bags and
of course a golden honeybee. I think I have to explain the honeybee, because the name of our
department store: de Bijenkorf, means Beehive in Dutch.
And then we have 6 other Christmas trends. Of course we have Classic Christmas. The Christmas
colours red, green and gold are unprecedentedly popular every year. Our customers can decorate
the tree with sparkling angels and hand decorated baubles for a festive and timeless look. Another
trend is: In the Wintergarden. In this garden you can discover all kind of animals, flowers and
plants. Bring the winter outdoors indoors with this trend. Blissful Circus, a trend which shows
you the magical place the circus is. Nothing is too crazy in this trend. Merry-go-rounds, trumpets,
exotic animals and of course popcorn and gumballs; you will find them all. On the North pole is an
elegant, minimalist Christmas trend. This Christmas trend is inspired by the North pole.
2020 is the year of digital get-togethers and facetime birthdays. Memorable moments which you
will find back in the trend: Happy feast.
Last but not least: Comic Christmas. This is the Christmas trend for shopaholics, food freaks and
animal lovers. The comical ornaments vary from avocados to game controllers and from sushi to
flamingos.
As you can see, we have Christmas ornaments for every customer!

Har vey Nic hols

The windows of Harvey Nichols in London features a
trimmed down Christmas concept using shimmering
mirror and silver, highlighting uplifting messages written
in beaming bright lights.
A neon “Bah Humbug” sign fills the windows along the
Knightsbridge and Sloane Street façades. The slogan is
covered in star motifs, twinkling disco balls and blinking
lights.
The corner window features a more positive message of
“Bring on 2021”.
Janet Wardley, Head of Visual Display at Harvey Nichols,
said: “2020 has been a year unlike any other. We’ve
come up with a concept that looks forward to the new
year, while also reflecting the sentiment that many of
us are feeling at present – all done with Harvey Nichols’
sense of humour, which we hope will raise a smile in
passers-by.”

Edit - Petts Wood

Edit in Petts Wood within the London Borough of Bromley
and the historic county of Kent, is an independently
owned Gift/Home/Fashion shop, which has been trading
for a couple of years. The Gift Shop has a stunning range
of ethical and responsibly sourced gifts for the home
together with fashion and accessories.
“After presenting several ideas to the client, the decision
was made to install a Christmas Circus concept”, says Iain of Creative Download. “Working on a
tight budget, glitter fabric was used on base of the window and the drums were cut down to size
from large postal tubes. It has been a hive of activity in the Creative Download studio preparing
this concept. For height, hula-hoops with festoon lights were used. Although the product
groupings are busy, this concept allows it to create interest.
Creative Download has been working with Edit for sometime and it is good to work with an
independent retailer who appreciates the value of Visual Merchandising and the commercial
benefits it brings to the business”. www.edit-uk.com
Mr. Calvern James (Owner & Director of Edit) says “It is vital to keep the High Street and
local independent retailers alive. As a business we feel it is vital to have the shop windows
professionally dressed”.

www.creative-download.co.uk

Liber ty

Liberty launched its 2020 Christmas concept entitled:
Peace, Love and Liberty.
Inspired by the historic use of scarves, their Christmas
story centres on hand painted scarf designs. The motifs
used are based on rediscovered words and images from
their archive, and symbolise love, loss, joy and happiness
and are seen through an unmistakably eclectic lens with
historic 18th century etchings clashed with uplifting
psychedelic artworks reminiscent of 1960s Carnaby
Street.
The concept in the 10 windows and atrium was
produced and installed by Studio XAG, building each
display from glitter coated fabric including shades of
purple, gold and blue. Despite the small windows on
the front of the store, the VM Team have dressed these
windows beautifully using a wide range of merchandise
from the store.

Selfridges
Oxford Street

Selfridges unveiled their Christmas windows a day before being
forced to shut the doors of its physical stores for second lockdown
in England.

Christmas has certainly arrived in the Foodhall at
Selfridges in Oxford Street.

The luxury department store, which operates stores in London,
Birmingham and Manchester, has revealed its window display as
part of the launch of its Once Upon a Christmas campaign, which
it said will be “uplifting” amid the uncertain backdrop.

The concept, “Once Upon A Christmas” captures the
gourmet’s delight when it comes to sumptuous food
and gorgeous goodies for the festive period.

Selfridges said its campaign would launch physically at its worldfamous Oxford Street flagship and digitally on its website and
online platforms.

From Panettone, Mince Pies, Piccalilli Relish and
Pumpkin Seed & Almond Butter to Chestnut Puree
to Christmas Hampers, the Selfridges Foodhall has
everything you need for a festive feast.

Selfridges has said it was pushing forward with preparations to ensure it can offer an “unmistakable in-store
Christmas experience” when its stores are able to reopen after lockdown and in line with government guidelines.
The retailer has temporarily closed all of its stores as part of the second lockdown, apart from its Oxford Street
food hall.

The Foodhall itself it adorned with green garland
which is crammed with baubles. On the grocery tops
are disco balls disguised as Christmas Puddings. The
dome, that has been painted in a rich crimson takes
centre stage with a single gold Christmas cracker.

The display also includes artists’ windows featuring bespoke Christmas trees by Anthony Burrill, Hanna Hansdotter
and Helen Bullock.
Selfridges said the windows have been designed with more focus on sustainable and recycled materials, coming
after it announced ambitious sustainability targets through its Project Earth commitments earlier this year.
The luxury retailer said it has expended its range of sustainable gifts and has also developed larger ranges of
personalised gifts as part of its Christmas proposition.

Selfridges

Atkins Pharmacy

Throughout this pandemic I guess pharmacies are one
of those rare businesses that are still doing very well.
Bustling busy places where people come in search of
help or advice about their health from the pharmacist.
To reflect this, the brief I was given by Atkins Pharmacy
was that whatever I designed for their store Christmas
was to be ‘warm and traditional and welcoming’
I decided on a traditional theme of ‘Let it snow’. We
would use traditional snow-tipped natural looking
pine garlands adorned with apples, berries and bright
white pea lights for both the windows and in-store. The
windows would showcase star-topped Christmas trees
and a snowdrift recreated in white vinyl, through which
you could still peer through to view the Christmas gift
boxes displayed in the window showcases. In-store I
thought I would also tie in this snow theme and add
some seasonal humour by designing ‘floor talkers’ to
place throughout the store depicting footprints in the
snow. These floor talkers had a dual purpose, as not only
did they give some personality to the in-store but they
were also a great way of ensuring customers followed
the Covid- safe one-way system of entering and exiting
the store.
Barbara Chapman FBDS
Visual Creative Consultant & Stylist
Associate VM lecturer at LCCA
07718334337
www.freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk

Mappin & Webb
Kick Graphics were approached by Mappin & Webb to
produce and install their Christmas window campaign
through a series of vinyl executions. After completing
a live mock up for the clients review and approval, Kick
produced all graphics and installed across 15 nationwide
stores over 5 days to allow the brand to launch Christmas
simultaneously to their customers. Every part of the
design was produced as an individual item to offer
flexibility during installation to ensure the view into the
brands stunning variety of luxury jewellery and watches
was not compromised.
Using a mix of white ink to optically clear film to create
the building and trees and cut to shape white vinyl stars
and snowflakes, the end product was an elegant and
stylish compliment to the brands Christmas appeal.
Kick Graphics are a supplier of printed graphics and
signage to bespoke and roll out retail projects. A quick
and professional service with a personal level of attention
are both factors that are guaranteed. We would love to
speak with you about your next project and give you our
full attention!
Phone: 01403 210937
E-mail: Sales@kickgraphics.co.uk
www.kickgraphics.co.uk

Jashanmal

The Jashanmal Group is a well-known retailer in the Middle East. With many stores in Dubai
and across the GCC region, this retailer is a major stockist of: Kitchen Appliances, Cookshop,
Luggage, Dining, Home Accessories to name a few.
“Jashanmal has been a client for quite sometime” says Iain Owner/Founder of Creative
Download. “The Group Chief Officer, Mr. Shuja Jashanmal, recognises that Visual Merchandising
is a must for any retail organisation in order to bring new concepts to life, execute new
window schemes and to ensure that stores are presented well”
Earlier in the year a Christmas Pop-Up Concept was devised by Creative Download to promote
Gifting and Gift Hampers. This would be launched at their store in the Mall of Emirates in
Dubai. It was exciting to sketch an initial drawing of a fixture that developed into a floor unit,
to see it in production, and finally the installation and merchandising.
As we know, trading conditions are tough for retailers, so it was paramount that the concept
had to be commercially viable so that it could be re-used and adapted for another scheme.
“It is great to work with a forward thinking and positive retailer” says Iain “and I am very much
looking forward to continuing a good working relationship with Shuja and his team into 2021”

Initial Drawing/Concept

w w w.jas hanmalhome.co m
w w w.creat ive-dow nloa d.co .uk

Construction

Christmas Pop Up Shop Launch

Galeries Lafayette - Paris

There he is! Every year, it allows us to embody the magic of Christmas in the
heart of our department stores. To arouse emotion among our customers. To give
back all its place to the physical store. Despite the unprecedented year we are
going through, we have been keen to preserve this tradition of the Fir, which
has a special flavour for this 2020 edition. Although our doors are still closed to
date and we are the only ones who can enjoy it, I look forward to bringing this
experience to all of our visitors, when we all need to dream and be comforted
more than ever. I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate our teams,
who have deployed all their passion and know-how despite the containment, to
offer us 12 animated showcases and a monumental fir 25 metres high magical,
probably among our most successful.
Nicolas Houze
CEO Galeries Lafayette & BHV Marais

CREDIT: IMAGES AND TEXT COURTESY OF NICHOLAS HOUZE, CEO GALERIES LAFAYETTE AND BHV MARAIS

York

BHV Marais

York is a beautiful City and home to some
wonderful independent businesses, not just
in the City Centre, but in the surrounding
streets too. I wandered around the night
before the second lockdown was over as I
wanted to show you how lovely it is and how
most shop window displays aren’t always
big flagship stores with big budgets. They’re
often small, original, and quirky. However, I
had to pick just a few to show you…

BHV Marais Christmas concept takes us to Italy. In early
November Christmas decorations started to adorn the
store of Rue de Rivoli. The pop-up movie theatre playing
Italian movies to enjoy as well as workshops to make your
own Christmas decorations, plus lessons on how to bake
Italian cookies and “enchanted surprises”.

The streets had been festooned with
showstopping lights and there was much
excitement as young families explored them
and soaked up the eye-catching displays.
Sadly, they were passing by the shops who
hadn’t bothered to keep their lights on, what
a waste as these shops could be offering the
perfect gifting solutions.
So, to those businesses with show-stopping
displays, thank you for making us smile, and
for still being there. We will support you all
we can!
Helen Goodwin FBDS
BDS Vice Cairman

www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

The sun is setting earlier, a sign that Christmas is just
around the corner in Paris and the famous Christmas
windows. This year, BHV Marais decided to take
us to Italy, as part of the partnership with ITA, the
governmental organisation supporting internationallybased Italian companies in order to promote the
“Made in Italy” excellence in the world.
As a result, Italian products were given pride of
place in the store, and especially the Christmas
windows. “From the Medici’s’ glory to the Fellini’s’
decadent baroque, the Italian opulence and tradition
will provide you with exclusive and iconic produces,
as well as experiences for children and adults to live
together as a family and with friends”.
By the windows, cabins turned into mini street
theatres will give pride of place to craftsmen and
women here to present their Christmas creations and
a selection of the best products from Italy will warm
you up during your Christmas stroll.

TEXT & IMAGES: COURTESY OF: BHV MARAIS

De Bijenkor f, Ams terdam
For 150 years, the magic of the Christmas holidays has come to life with de Bijenkorf. De Bijenkorf
is the source of inspiration for everything for the holidays for yourself or for someone you care
about. We showcase this in our windows with recognizable Christmas rituals.

De Bijenkor f, A ms terdam

De Bijenkor f, Eidenhoven

Dior

Like some many Luxury brands such
a Cartier and Tiffany, Dior is creating
retail theatre, by not only staging
a superb window concept, but also
lighting the exterior of their stores.
The retail theatre continues inside
their boutiques with great VM sites
adding interest to the customers
expectation as they journey around
the store.

Parify

When Parify’s customers do christmas lighting, they do it properly!
Great job David, Lucy and team at Hamlingtons Fine Jewellery

http://www.parify.co.uk

Bergdor f Goodman
Holiday 2020
The 2020 holiday windows at Bergdorf Goodman took a very direct approach this year. The
windows proclaim a set of virtues, or “core values”. To express these values, Bergdorf’s
constructed a set of monumental, three-dimensional words such as “Hope”, “Harmony”,
“Peace”, and “Goodness”. There is one word per window, in a series of nine windows. The giant
faceted letters are faced in polychromed acrylic mirror. Each window was given its own colour
scheme. While the layout of the words is strict, the mirrored surfaces are dazzling.   Also
mirrored are the backgrounds, floors, walls, and ceilings, resulting in a kaleidoscopic effect.
The designs were created digitally using the Sketchup program but were constructed using
traditional methods.
Bergdorf Goodman Holiday 2020
Designed by David Hoey, Sr. Director, Visual Presentation
Built and installed by Spaeth, New York
Photographed by Ricky Zehavi

Saks – 5th Avenue
Saks Fifth Avenue’s theme for the holiday season, This is How We Celebrate, shines a light on the
importance of spending time with loved ones and the different ways people and places across
the country celebrate. Saks’ legendary window display is synonymous with the holiday season in
New York and this year was no exception. The centre six windows showcase how different people
celebrate in iconic settings around the city, with each over-the-top celebration scene bringing a
different quintessential New York moment to life:
• A musical celebration on bustling Broadway in Times Square
• A classic barber shop getting a visit from some adorable kids and their pets, wanting to look
their best for the New Year celebration
• A couple on their way to deliver gifts via the Roosevelt Island tram
• An aspiring dancer getting an autograph from her ballerina idol
• A celebration surrounding the neighbourhood food truck at a holiday block party
• A friendly competition of holiday lights and decor at neighbouring houses in Dyker Heights,
Brooklyn
Designed with a focus on community as well as the uniqueness of New York, Saks made these scenes
of celebration come to life in vibrant shades of green, pink and blue with the intention to bring a
sense of energy, happiness and hope to New Yorkers and viewers across the world.

Saks – 5th Avenue

Saks – 5th Avenue

Steen & Strøm - Oslo
2020 was to mark the start of a new decade
and new optimism, but instead it has been
characterized by longing. A longing for those
you haven’t seen, things you haven’t been able
to do, or places you haven’t been allowed to
visit.
We had these feelings in mind when we
started planning this year’s Christmas scheme.
Under the theme “Help us save Christmas”,
Steen & Strøm received assistance from four
school classes in Oslo who have put into words
our emotions about this period.
This year, Christmas may not be as we had
hoped, but with this we aim to bring about
some Christmas spirit.
Since its inception in 1797 Steen & Strøm
Department Store has collected the best of
continental shopping. With a history spanning
over more than 220 years, Steen & Strøm has
become known as the institution responsible
for introducing Norwegian, Scandinavian
and international brands to the Norwegian
customer.
The department store’s distinctive architecture
mixes historical elements with modern
design and stylish stores resulting in unique
atmosphere you cannot find anywhere else
in Norway. No wonder Steen & Strøm has
become a source for inspiration both in terms
of trends and lifestyle. Currently Steen &
Strøm is the only department store in Norway
maintaining the tradition of conducting
window installations. People would travel from
all over the country to see the unveiling of the
Christmas windows. It may therefore not come
as a surprise to hear that Steen & Strøm holds
a special place in the locals’ hearts and has a
tradition for being the city’s meeting point. A
tradition they plan on maintaining for at least
223 more years.

Pandora Christmas 2020
Bespoke Retail Solutions are proud to have collaborated with Pandora to design, produce and implement their 2020
Christmas Elevated Window Schemes.

An integrated retail design, display and installation
agency, working with an extensive portfolio of worldleading brands. Our talented design studio and client
service teams, work side-by-side with brands to create and
deliver innovative and enterprising campaigns.
We provide every level of support from conceptual design
and production, enhanced and elevated campaign
development, warehousing and logistics, to installation
and maintenance.

Our innovative production team excels in creating
bespoke designs with vast experience in all sectors of
manufacturing.
Providing our clients with display installations, POS
merchandising services and multi-site roll-outs. Our global
network of installation teams are highly experienced in
installing beautifully hand-crafted visual merchandising,
as well as technical and digital displays. Our projects
include display & POS, events and pop-ups, graphic and
signage installation, window and VM schemes, global rollouts and maintenance.
The warehouse storage is conveniently based in the heart
of the Leicestershire countryside, we are right at the heart
of the motorway network and are ideally situated for the
M1 & A1, the perfect location for short term and long term
warehousing and storage solutions.
The facilities are well equipped with palletised racking
systems and bulk storage areas. We understand the
importance of taking care of your stock in our warehouse,
and our highly experienced and conscientious warehouse
team ensure that your goods are handled with the greatest
of care.

Pandora Marble Arch, London

Showcased in stores in both the UK and the USA, these festive windows were designed to compliment their global
campaign creative during the festive period. Their Flagship stores were created bespoke, featuring differing design takes on
the creative concept, all of which while complimenting each other, stand out as a unique design.
Large scale window graphics were the focus for the windows to create a dramatic feel for Christmas. By creating a full store
front takeover and featuring layered 2 dimensional stars within the graphic ‘windows’, we drew focus towards the product
areas, drawing the eye to the treasures within.

Our design studio is at the heart of everything we do and
is bursting with ideas. Our creative team interpret simple
conceptual briefs that deliver memorable campaigns. We
have created some of the most exciting and theatrical
windows on the high street, that have made big positive
impacts in the retail world. We believe that anything is
possible and that with the very best creative content, any
story can be told.
With visual merchandising expertise that go beyond
creative displays - we turn products into art and take
advantage of technology. Using floor plans and building
renders, we understand the spaces we are working in and
explore all the possibilities.

www.bespokeretailsolutions.co.uk
hello@bespokeretailsolutions.co.uk
Office 3, Burrough Court, Leicestershire, LE14 2QS. +(44) 1664 494 757

Pandora Oxford Street, London

/bespokeretailsolutionsltd
/bespokeretailsolutions
Pandora 42nd Street, New York
Concept Sketch

Siz zle Design London
inspired by nature

Nature is where we find inspiration for our designs
at Sizzle Design London.
Our workshop locates in Potters bar where we have
the privilege of wandering around natural beauties
nearby. This is the main reason laid underneath the
whole idea of using natural branches in our projects.
The most pleasing part in our design journey is hand
collecting branches, treating and varnishing them
carefully to bring them back to life
Each piece has its own story, the story of becoming
and the story of survival.
They represent their narrative in size and shape.
We create unique designs that are beautiful and
conceptual considering brand identities, using these
branches.
Sometimes adding a hint of colour or texture to the
branches makes a big immediate impression, we try
to add other natural elements where possible.
Here are some of our favourite Christmas Window
Displays. Whether it’s a traditional themed
Christmas with natural scent of cinnamon or more
contemporary way of celebrating, these branches are
some serious design elements. We enjoy the process
of making by hand and just like nature, we are not in
a hurry! We try to avoid mass production as it is bad
for our environment.
For instance, The Green Flying Piece is a 2 meter handmade statement piece made with
natural branches and pine leaves, cinnamon and oranges. There have been over 150
hand cut paper leaves used in The Upside Down winter window. Or in the Mystical Forest
window, we made a full moon using recycled materials.
Find out more about our works on our website www.sizzledesignlondon.co.uk
And follow us on our Instagram page :@sizzledesignlondon

T SUM
Happy Together

TSUM opens the holiday season in Kyiv with
a magical presentation of its window displays
spotlighting the theme – Happy Together.
The main idea of the displays at TSUM this
holiday season are a unification of true and meaningful family values: a sincere feeling of love,
warmth, intimacy, and a sense of unity.
Inspiration for the creative team at TSUM came from a visit to the Christmas World 2020,
where the theme of family featured as the main trend of the current season.
Our concept of Happy Together is reflected in traditional stories that remind us of the comforts
of home: family dinners, decorating the Christmas tree, figure skating, holiday baking, walks in
snow-covered parks, and long leisurely afternoons spent with family.
The window displays feature lighting effects, Christmas tree decorations, and vintage-style
mechanised animal figurines specially commissioned from France.
Framed with pine needles and festive lights, the holiday window displays at TSUM inspire those
passing by to recall the most pleasant events in life and are complemented by a composition
of miniature houses and winter birds and animals at the main entrance, as well as beautifully
festive décor on all floors of the department store.
www.tsum.ua
facebook.com/TsumKyiv
instagram.com/tsum.kyiv

Tangs - Singapore

Metro - Singapore

Voisins

In Jersey, Voisins always create a wonderful
Christmas concept and this year is no
exception. Our Corporate Member B. Brown
have supplied an abundance of glittering
Jazz & Disco ranges in reds, greens, golds
and copper with a wild pop of printed
glitter Jaguar for the feature chimney
breast. These windows are a truly seasonal
treat for the eye!

‘Make A Wish’ - Globus

This year’s Christmas concept entitled “Make A Wish” mixes traditional
elements on an oversized scale.
The light inspiration is taken from the film “Three Wishes for
Cinderella” with the magical nuts. With this being a very difficult year
for many people around the world, Globus wanted to encourage people
to make wishes come true.
With a choice of ochre velvet combined with gold, our aim was to
create a simple message with a level of high elegance and purity.
Globus have a total of 80 shop windows throughout its stores in Switzerland and
it was paramount to give these windows uniformed look to illuminate the eyes of
the passing customers with a warm greeting.
Luca Viglianti
Art Director 3D
Globus Stores
Switzerland

Craig & Rose Chris tmas Window
From visualisation to implementation

In a year where Christmas has never felt more important it was an honour to
work with the fantastic team at Craig & Rose to design and develop a Christmas
Window concept to be implemented across their stores.
Inspiration was taken from the Christmas brand campaign photography, showing
organic, fresh green decorations, and using Craig & Rose special effect spray
paints to create gold leaves and baubles.
I worked with The Hybrid flower Company in London & Wild Flowers Edinburgh
to design the natural free flowing garlands that floated in the window. We hung
clear baubles each containing a paint sample pot and included fairy lights adding
festive twinkle, all linked together with a Christmas message on the glass.
Along with the design, sourcing and specifying of all elements I created a
implementation guide for each supplier and store to ensure a smooth build.
A wonderful project to work on and it felt great to add some much needed
Christmas sparkle to the high street.
Kat@dottodot.work
https://dottodot.work
@Kat_Maclennan

Douglas - Germany

The luxury shop window concept for Christmas 2020 consists a combination of analogue and digital
elements, which interlock. The customer can observe an interaction in the window, like in a Christmas
factory the unpacked flacons from ANNAYAKE are packed in a Christmas present on a conveyor belt. In
the box, which is framed by rose-golden arches crown, the products are also dynamically presented by
movable plates which are integrated, and which move the flacons up and down.

It is that time again, Christmas is coming! In the
most sensual time of the year when Douglas takes
their customers on a journey full of wonderful
visual surprises. Their Christmas trip starts with our
joint 3-week shop window design of their exclusive
brand Annayake selected for Douglas luxury shop
windows - a dreamlike trip to the Christmas Elves’
gift factory at the North Pole with moving effects,
high-quality materials and brilliant colours based on
the last year’s “A gift can mean so much more”.

www.douglas.de

Strictly Visual Display

This year has been particularly busy for Strictly Visual as we
dress all types of houses for Christmas.
No matter how big or small, Strictly Visual Display offers a
bespoke service catered to the individual need of the client.
Liz Johnston FBDS 07775 725435

Selfirdges Design Studio

We were super happy when we were contacted by Selfridges this year for the Christmas
scheme.
Due to the pandemic, as we know budgets have been slashed and we have been faced with
huge losses within the industry whether it be companies going into administration or many
of their merchandising staﬀ being made redundant.
We certainly felt it, with wigs not being a necessity within the budgets this year we were
certainly worried but had a glimpse of hope that people would recognise the need for some
extra magic at Christmas this year to really get people back into the spirit.
Selfridges came through! We were commissioned to make these beautiful classic low
ponytails with a sparkly Christmas twist. Each strip of crystals were carefully placed
to catch the above lights to give festive twinkle we all know and need, especially this
Christmas!
We are taking on new projects for
next year, get in touch at:
hello@pelucastudio.com
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Meet The BDS Team
The BDS Management Team comprises of experienced Visual Merchandising professionals and experts in the
industry, who also volunteer their time to manage the BDS.
It is their passion and enthusiasm for VM and Store Presentation that drives the industry to maintain standards
and ensure Visual Merchandising is not a dying art.

Director & Chair: Iain Kimmins FBDS

Iain is a creative Visual Merchandising Executive within the Display & Visual
Merchandising Industry with over twenty years’ experience. He has worked for
London’s top department stores including Harrods and Selfridges as well as Tangs
in Singapore. Having studied with the BDS he started his career as a Junior VM
progressing up to Head of Visual Merchandising. He has worked on several freelance
projects in New York, China and Saudi Arabia and now runs a Visual Merchandising
Consultancy called Creative Download.
His passion and enthusiasm for retail is not only about being creative with all kinds
of merchandise, concepts, brands, events, but being commercially aware for the retail
sector.
creative-download.co.uk

Director & Vice Chairman: Helen Goodwin FBDS

Helen studied with the British Display Society in the heart of London’s West End
back in the early 1980’s. Her first job was as part of the display team for DH Evans
in Oxford Street handling a wide range of merchandise in the windows & interiors.
Following this she started her own Visual Design Consultancy in London, then moved
the business to York continuing to design & install window displays up and down the
country.
Due to a demand for display training Helen created ‘Made You Look!’ where she
passes on her knowledge and experience to those wishing to learn the basic skills
of display. Alongside Janet they work with Business Improvement Districts, Councils,
Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look their best
at all times.
madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

Director: Liz Johnston FBDS

Liz has worked in the Visual Merchandising industry for almost 40 years and has
been a freelance stylist since 1982. She studied at the College for the Distributive
Trades in London from 1975 gaining her qualification through the BDS. She went on
to work for Russell and Bromley in the West End, Simpson’s of Piccadilly, and Heal’s
gaining a wealth of experience and enabling her to take her skills in to retail shops
and exhibitions. She is passionate about bright colours and detail, and helping the
local high street retailers by using her vast experience in guiding them to achieve the
results they seek.
liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

John Abbate FBDS

John Abbate FBDS, with international experience in visual merchandising and retail
store design, is passionate about retail and how to find solutions in this ever-changing
market place.
After 20 years of working for such brands as, Ralph Lauren, Levis & Alfred Dunhill,
in America & Europe, he then moved to Shanghai; starting his own retail consulting
agency, John Abbate Studio, was Visual Merchandising professor at Mod’Art and then
Creative Director at Design Overlay retail design agency.
Returning to London, John joined Northbanks (http://northbanks.co.uk), a retail
design agency, using his experience to help brands develop and implement their retail
identities. Also a member of Save the High Street, he has joined the BDS to support
retail through VM.

Assistant treasurer Nigel Fisher ABDS

An IT professional since 1979 Nigel has for the last 20 years been producing web sites
and shopping carts for small businesses. It is his belief that the use of web sites for sales
moves the internet firmly into the VM and POS arenas. The BDS should be promoting
excellence within web sites as well as on the shop floor, enabling the BDS to address the
entire sales material of any retailer. Nigel also engages in developing exhibition stands
for his own business and in connection with his hobbies.
Having for many years hosted the BDS web sites and supported and developed the internal
systems Nigel joined the council in 2013 intent on further supporting the BDS as a whole.

Janet Billings FBDS

Janet studied with the British Display Society back in the early 1980’s. Janet started
working for a company designing and building props for use in window displays for
Debenhams, Selfridges and Harrods. In 1985 she set up her own Display Company offering a
full service, from design through to installation of exhibition stands and window displays.
Janet has worked for an extensive range of clients from small independent retailers to
large national companies both in the UK and abroad, Wedgwood & Portmeirion being
just two of them. She works alongside Helen in ‘Made You Look!‘ with BIDs, Councils,
Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look their best at
all times.

Edward Stammers MA, PG Cert

Edward is the Programme Director of Fashion Marketing and Branding at the London College
of Fashion and has an MA in Fashion Retail Merchandise Management and PG Cert in

Education. Edward worked in the visual merchandising industry for twenty-five years,
managing global visual merchandising and marketing campaigns as Design and Project
Manager for Rootstein Display Mannequins. Current research interests centre on the
function and perception of the mannequin form and the challenges regarding the use
of mannequins within the fashion retail environment as a result of the increased use of
in-store digital technology.

Barbara Chapman FBDS

Barbara is a highly experienced and creative freelance VM running her own creative
consultancy.
She brings an understanding of how to deliver brands across every touch-point within
the retail environment – windows, in-store, press shows, launch parties and styling.
She believes that visual merchandising can achieve commercial success by inspiring
customers through innovative, creative and unique brand experiences. Using skills in
creative conceptualisation, project management and both old school crafting and hi-tech
execution, she delivers unique and motivating retail environments whilst still bringing
sound commercial sense to every project.
She has worked with many luxury brands including Selfridges, Burberry, and Mulberry,
and on the high street, Oasis, M & S and Jaeger.
She is also an experienced Associate VM lecturer and trainer.
https://freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk

British Display Society

VM SPOTLIGHT
BDS - Representing the Visual Merchandising profession

Dedicated
to the Visual Merchandising Industry

Welcoming Visual Merchandisers
and companies to join us.
See our website for all the benefits of
membership
Lets keep Visual Merchandising alive
& kicking in this modern retail world

enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

British Display Society
Recognising Excellence
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